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This paper examines the proposition that trade in many commodities can be explained by a 
chain of comparative advantage. It is tirst shown, in a two-country, two-factor model, that trade 
accords wirn the ranking of goods by factor intensity if there are unequal factor prices, free 
trade, and ouly final goods. This result continues to hold if either trade impediments or 
intermediate products are introduced. However, if both are present, the chain proposition breaks 
dew?. Finally, with many countries, it is shown that trade impediments alone can invalidate the 
chain proposition. 

1. Introduction 

My purpose in this paper is to investigate the proposition that tra.de in 
many commodities can be understood by first ranking the goods in order of 
factor intensities, then showing that all of a country’s exports must lie higher 
on this list than all of its imports. A similar idea of a chain of comparative 
advantage was shown by Haberler (1936, p. 137) to be valid in a many- 
commodity extension of the classical theory of trade, the rankings there 
being of course in terms of comparative costs. The proposition was also 
stated for a two-factor, two-country version of the Heckscher-Ohlin model 
by Jones (19%57), but was shown by Bhagwati (1972) to be incorrc;ct if 
factor prices are equalized. Jones and Bhagwati apparently concurred, 
however, that the proposition would be valid whenever factor prices are n,ot 
equalize(d, though neither provided a proof. Since a prime cause of unequal 
factor prices is the existence of tariffs, and since Travis (1964, 1972) h#l:< 
claimed that protection can account for the Leontief paradox, presumably b!/ 

*I would like to thank Jagdish Bhagwati, Ronald Jones, Richard Porter, Robert Stern and 
members of the Research Seminar in International Econom*cs. University of Michigan, for theil 
helpful comr~~cnts. 
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altering the pattern of trade,’ it seems that a concensus has not yet been 
reached as to just how general the chain-of-comparaltive-advantage idea is. In 
what follows, I explore the matter further and show that these differences of 
opinion can be reconciled. 

SpecificaUy, I ishow first that Jones and Bhagwati were right, so long as we 
remain in ahe model that they were considering, which excludes the 
possibility of produced goods bei.ng used as intermediate factors of pro- 
duction. That is, I will demonstrate the chain proposition in such a model 
whenever factor prices are unequa.1, whether that inequality is the resu1.t of 
complete specializatiiri: u, l4 ?i iiu impediments to trade (section 2) or of tariffs 
and transport costs (xctie;, 3). Then I will introduce intermediate goods. 
This modification, it turn?, out, doles not invalidate the chain proposition so 
long as there are unequal factor prices and free trade (section 4). But when 
impediments to tr,ade are added as well, the chain proposition collapses. For 
! show, in section 5, that an increase ii1 a tariff can cause a good that was 
previously exported to become imported and, at the same time, a good that 
was previousiy imported to become exported. It follows that no ranking of 
the goods is possible, on the basis of factor intensities, autarky prices, or 
anything else, that. will permit separation of exports and imports via a single 
brea.k in the chain. 

It is ironic that Jones, Bhagwati, and others have found comfort in the 
presence of transport costs and other impediments to trade, which prevent 
factor-price equalization and ~67~s remove the indeterminacy of production 
and trade. For the example in section 5 shows that, when there are 
intermediaite goods, these same impediments to trade c;rn invalidate the chain 
proposition when it would otherwise hoid. 

In the two-factor rcrld considered here, the chain proposition is related 
to, but not identrcal EO, the Heclcschcr-Ohlin theorem. The former merely 
says that some ranking of goods e.xists which suffices to determine trade. The 
latter say!; that the appropriate ranking is by factor intensities and, further- 
more, th:it relative factor endowments determine which end of the chain 
contains )a country’s exports. However, in the cases considered here, the two 
propositions stand or .fall together, so long as the price definition of factor 
abundance is used in stating the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem. For I will show 
in sections 2-4 that a country in which capital is relatively cheap, with trade, 
must export more capital intensive goods than iit imports. And it can be 
shown, if there are only two countries, that relative factor prices must bear 
the same relationship with trade as without, so liong as trade impediments 

‘Actually, it is difficult to bc sure exartly what Travis was saying. He has never, to my 

knowledge, provided an example of a tariff that reverses the pattern of trade, though such an 
example is possible, as I show below in section 5. Nor is it clear whether Travis meant his 
remarks io be valid in a model of only two prilr,ary factors. I,n his (1972) article, he used and 
I;&orou4j defended the two-factor zssu>,;ption, butt concluded that, if tariff.. are high enough, 
the bulk of trade will bt: in goods .requiriirg other primary factors. 
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are non-negative.2 Thus, these sections also demonstrate the Heckscher 
Ohlin theorem: that a country in which capital is relatively cheap in autaiky 
must export relatively capital intensive goods. Also, of course, the counter 
example of section 5 shows that both propositions fail when there are both 
tra je impediments and intermediate goods. 

‘Nhile most of the argument will be confined to a two-country world, it is 
of some interest also to show how the chain idea may extend to a world of 
man-y countries. This is not difftcult, with the tools available, and, :n section 
6, f she, .I that the chain of comparative advantage can be broken into 
several segments, one for each country. With the countries arranged along 
the chain in the same order as their relative factor endowments, each country 
will then export only goods within its segment of the chain and will import 
all others. That is true, however, only if trc.de is free and factor price!- are 
unequal. Without the need, in this case, for intermediate goods, I will also 
show that tariffs can cause a rather dramatic rearrangement of the pattern of 
trade. 

Considering the obvious importance, in the real world, of both trade 
impediments and intermediate goods.. the results of this paper may seem to 
cast doubt on both the Heckscher-~Ohlin theory and on the concept of 
comparative advantage itself. I therefore conclude in section 7 with ;I 
discussion of these more fundamental prc blems. 

2. Free trade 

Consider two countries, A and B, producing and trading rz goods with no 
impediments to trade between them, so that the prices of the goods, p,, . . ., p,, 

are the same in both countries. Production of each good requires the use of 
only two factors of production, capital (K) and labor (I,), which ~.re 
nontraded and available in each country in fixed supply. Production 
functions are identical between countries, and have the usual propG:rties of 
concavity and homogeneity. Assume further that the goods can be ranked 
unambiguously in terms of capital intensity, X, being the most capit;il 
intensive and X,, the least. Thus. there are no factor-intensity reversa!s 
between any pair of goods, and isoquants of different goods can intersect 
only once. Assume finally that perfect competition prevails in both countries, 

*To see this, let I be a vector of ad valcrem tariffs cum transport costs for each industry. 
Given technology, tastes, and factor endov,ments. the ditTeren:e between the two countries’ 
factor-price ratios, R = gA -UP, must be a continuous function of t. Q(t). Let t0 be a particular 
vector of non-negative trade impediments, ht t” be a vector that would prevent trade entirely. 
and suppose that !2(t”) > 0 (as in fig. 1 below) yet Q( t”) -C 0. Then by continuity there cxisis t’:.O 
such that Q(t’)=O and such that trade takes place. But if !2=0, I hen factor prices are equal and 
so are commodity prices, and it is impossible for trade to take place over positive trade 

impediments, t’>O. Fr?m this contradiction ii follows that 2(t”)~U Since Q(P) =O cxn also ie 
rukd out as implying that Q(r)=0 for all r, in follows that Q(t”)=-0 implies Q(t”)>O. 



so that price equals average cost for any good thrtl is produ9zd and is less 
than! or equal to average cost for any good that is not produced. 

Suppose now that all that is known about a free trade equilibrium is that 
particular and unequal factor prices prevail in the two countries. What does 
this imply about the pattern of trade? 

Begin by drawing the unit isocost lines for the two countries. These are 
shown in fig. 1 as the lines &I’ for country A and BB’ for country B, and 
represent the c,ombinations of capital and labor which would cost, say, one 
dollar (or other international numeraire) in each of the two countries. They 
are shown as intersecting at a point M, with country A depicted as having a 
higher ratio of wage to rental (01) than country B.,j 

A 

Xl = VP, k x2= l/P2 

Fig. 1 

From ihese isocost lines one can conclude what the free trade prices of 
each gocd must be. That is, the price of each good must be such as to place 
its unit-valule isoquant exactly tangent to the outermost of the two unit- 
isocost lines, as shown by the (solid) isoquants drawn in fig. 1. For if a unit- 
value isoquant were to lie wholly outside both AA’ and MY, the good would 
not be produced in either country, while if it lay anywhere inside either one 
of the lines, its production would yield a positive profit in the corresponding 
country. Furthermore, whil,e it is possible for an isoquant to be tangent to 

‘Unequa; factor prices do not, of course, ensure that the two isocost lines will intersect, as 
drawn, since one could lie wholly outside the other. In that case, as the analysis below indicates, 
the chain proposition holds trivially since all goods will be exported by tilt ssme country. Were 
balanced trade assumed, silch a situation would of course be excluded. 
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both isocost lines (as good 4 in fig. l), this need not happen for any good 

and, without factor intensity reversals, cannot happen for more than one. 
It is now immediately evident from fig. 1 that the pattern of trade must 

agree with the ranking of the goods by factor intensity. The most capital 
intensive goods (1,2, and 3 in fig. 1) can only be produced in the high wage 
country, A, and must therefore be exported by A, while the most Iaboi 
intensive (5 and 6) %nust be i>roduced and exported by B. Good 4, in this 
case, may be produced in bo:h countries and may be exported by either. It 
therefore constitutes the division of the chain of comparative advantage. 

We have already noted that the high relative wage in A implies that it is 
capital abundant by the price definition.4 It is also true in this case that A 
must be capital abundant by the physical definition as well. For we can see 
in fig. 1 that till production in A requires a higher ratio of capital to labor 
than all production in B. Thus, our result implies that every export of the 
capital abundant country, by either definition, must be more capital intensive 
than every one of its imports.5 

Before ex.;ending this analysis to include tariffs, transport costs, and 
intermediate goods, it should be pointed out that the technique used here 
does not derive: the trade equilibrium. Rather, it assumes that an equilibrium 
exists and merely examines a particular property of that equilibrium. Much 
more information would be needed to determine, for example, what the 
equilibrium factor prices should be and where, in the chain of comparative 
advantage, the division between the two countries should be located. 

3. Impeded trade 

If tariffs or transport costs permit diffe::cnt prices in the two countries, 
then the argument as given above is no longer valid, for there will be 
different unit-value isoqwants in the two countries, But the argument can 
easily be salvaged if direct subsidies to trade are not permitted. For then a 
good will be exported only if its price is at least as high abroad as at home, 
and imported only if its price is at least as low abroad as at home, to 
compensate exporters and importers for the additional cost of tariffs anti 
transport.h 

4See footnote 2. 
‘Rather remarkably, no assumption has heen needed about demand or about relative factor 

prices in autaigcy. However, if demand were so biased as to m&e the autarky re1ati.e wage in A 
less than the autarky relative wage in 6, then factor prices would have to be equalized by free 
trade and the factor prices assumed in lTg. 1 could not arise. This also follows from the 
argument given in footnote 2. 

bin another context I have caii:d this the assumption of ‘natural’ trade [see Deardorff (1977)J. 
This formulation is consistent w:th any of a variety cf explicit assumptions about the nature of 
transport costs, so long as these costs are non-negative. However, the reader may prefer to think 
of a more explicit assumption, SU.~ as that of Samuelson (1954), who let a certain ha&on of 
each good be used up in transport. 
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To see how this works, consider again the two countries whose unit 
isocost lines, with trade, art: those shown in fig. 1. Suppose that some good, 
Xi, is exported by country A. To be exported it must be produced, and thus 
the unit-value isoquant of Xi in A must be tangent to AA’. Suppose it were 
tangent below the intersection 74, like the dotted isoquant Xi in fig. 1. For 
the good to be exported from A, it must also fetch at least as high a price in 
Et (to cover any transport cost or tariff) and this would p?ace B’s unit-value 
isoquant for the same good still closer to the origin than X; and certainly 
inside zhle line BB’. The good would then yield a positive profit in B, and this 
is impossible. Thus, the unit-value isoquants of all of A’s exports must be 
tangent to AA’ above its intersection with BB’ exactly as was the case with 
free trad’e. Applying a similar argument t ,:’ exports from B, it follows as 
before th’at all of A’s exports, must be more capital intensive than all of A’s 
imports. 

This then validates the Bhagwati-Jones conjecture that a capital abundant 
country (using the price definition of abundance) will export only goods 
which are more capital intensive than any of its imports, if there are 
impediments to tra.de and unequal facior prices.7.8 

4. Intermediate goods and free trade 

Now suppose that any or all of goods 1,. . ., n can be used as intermediate 
inputs in production. The argument of section 2 with free trade remains 
intact if unjt-value isoquants are replaced by unit-value-udded isoquants. 

For any good -Xi, !et the production function be given by 

Xi =E;“(Kj, Li, XI i,. . .) X"j), 

‘Note that if trade impediments were positive for all goods, then the qualification that factor 
prices be unequal would be unnece:ssary. For equal factor prices would mean equal commodity 
prices and thus no trade. 

*I have called this a :_. . ..+cture blecause I do not regard the ar;ument provided by Bhagwati 
(1972) to be P proof, though naturally when a proposition is valid there can be some 
disapreement AS to what constitutes proof. Bhagwati (p. 1054) argued that 

. . . while a commodity in the middle of a chain of exportables may be priced out of the export 
market in.0 being a nontraded good by high transportation costs, it is impossible fo,r it to be 
turned int., an imported good. 

Now it is certainly true that the cost of transporting a given exportable cannot cause it to be 
,mported. But I see no a priori reason why the cost of transporting some other good might not 
cause this to happen. Suppose, for example, that the cost of importing eggs were to noise their 
price so high as to cause substitution away from both bacon and eggs towards oatmeal. Then 
oatmeal could become imported and bacon exported, even if the reverse would be true if eggs 
could be imported cheaply. The proof in the text shows that this cannot happen in a two-factor 
model (where chickens and pigs or the farmers that raise them - could be employed planting 
on;s), btit f see nothing in Bhagwati’s remarks to rule this out. 
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where jiji are the inputs of goods j into production of good i. Let 

S*t. Xi =P(Kiy Li, Xl 1) * * -7 X,i)* 

For given values of all prices, the functions I/;(K,,Li, .) describe, in nominal 
terms, the maximum net revenue that can be earned and allocated to 
payment of the primary facI.ors, capital and labor. They can therefore be 
used to determine the pattern of specialization, in exactly the same way that 
we earFier used production functions multiplied by prices.’ That is, unit- 
value-added isoquants can bl: defined by setting I$ = 1, and production will 
require tangency between thetge and the unit-isocost lines.” 

With free trade, all prices are the same in the two countries, which 
therefore share identical unit-va!ue-added isqquants. The argument of section 
2 can be repeated and thz same result obtained. Thus, the chain of 
comparative advantage can still be used when there are intermediate goods, 
so long as trade is free and the prices of primary factors are not equalized. 
The factor intensities used in constructing the chain represent only direct 
capital and labor requirements, and do not include factors that are used 
indirectly by being embodied in intermediate inputs. For, as long as 
intermediate inputs are traded freely, they need not be produced within the 
country in cwhich they are usc:d. 

5. Intermediate pods and impeded trade 

If trade is not free, however, there is a problem. It arises because the 

“Note that, since :{ is defined in nominal terms, we do not encounter the problem of defining 
either a natural unit for value added or a ‘price’ of value added, which has been a source of 
difficulty in the effective protection literature In particular, our construction does not require 
the separability assumption that has been stressed by Bruno (19731 and by Bhagwati and 
Srinivasan (1973). It should also be mentioned that <, as functions of Ki and Li, possess the 
same homogeneity and concavity properties that are assumed of the production functions, F,. 
See Diewert’s (1973) discussion of variable profit functions. 

“In the special case, often assurred, of fixed coellicients between intermediate inputs and final 
output (so that Xji=u,iXi) the function 

The isoquants of 6 are then ident:cal to the isoquants ol F’, and the unit-value-added isoquant 
is that for which 

xi=i 
i( 

p,- i #iJjClj,). 
j=l 
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position of a unit-value-added isoquant depends on all prices and not just on 
the price of the corresponding final good. Thus, when a tariff on, say, good 5 
iin fig. 1 raises its price in A above that in B, it does, as before, pull A’s 
isoquant toward the origin to a position like X;. But it also pushes A’s 
isoquants of other goods that use good 5 as an input out further from the 
origin than they are in country 13. And this makes it impossible to infer 
individual relative prices from’ the positions of individual i:.ik+tants in the 
two countries as was done before. The same problem arises if prices differ 
due to transport costs, though for ease of exposition we will limit attention 
here to a tariff. 

To see what can happen consider the following special case which will 
suffice to provide a counterexample to the chain proposition. Suppose there 
are only three goods, with goods 1 and 2 acting solely as final goods and 
with good 3 acting only as an intermediate input to producion of good 1. 
Suppose further that country B is so large that we can ta :c its prices as 
independent of trade with country A and that A is so capita abundant that 
it produces, ill fret trade, only the most capital intensive gl;od 1. The free 
trade situation is depicted as the solid unit-value-added isoquants and isocost 
hnes in dig. 2. The line AA’ represents free trade factor prices in country A, 
which employs its entire endowment of capital and labor, K” and LA, in the 
production of good 1 at point a. Country B, vvitlir factor prices given by BB’, 
prodl-t?es all .three goods using the unit-value-added isoquant 3, VI = 1, V, = 1, 
and V, =I 1. Country A exports good 1 and imports goods 2 ar,d 3. 

NOW suppose that country A levies a tariff on imports of good 3, raising 
its domestic price. This will pull A’s unit-value-added isoquarlt for good 3 in 

Fig. 2 



toward the origin, to a position like Vi = 1. The isoquant for good 2 N III not 
be affected (since good 2 does not use good 3 as an input), but the unit- 
value-added isoquant of good 1 will be pushed out away from the origin, as 
additional production is required to cover the increased cost 0.F the input of 
good 3 and leave a unit left over for value added.” If the tariff is large 
enough and if good 3 is a sufficiently important input into production of 
good 1, the new unit-value-added isoquant will be V!, = I in fig. 2.1z 

It can now be seen from ?he figure that country A will specialize 
completely in production 0:’ good 2, at point a’, with factor prices given by 
the line CC’, since this is the only pattern of production and factor prices 
that can both yield zero profits and employ the factors in the ratio KA/LA. If 
both countries consume something of both goods 1 and 2, it follows that 
country A, with the tariff, will export good 2 3nd import good 1. The pattern 
of trade in these two goods has therefore b,:en completely reversed by the 
tariff on good 3.13 

The intuition behind this result is straightforward and is reflected in the 
diagram. When a tariff raises the price of the intermediate good, it also 
makes the final good more costly to produce, and since the intermediate 
good is itself very labor intensive, country A cannot reduce that cost by 
producing it itself. Instead, all production switches to good 2 which does not 
require the labor intensive, and now expensive, input of g:jod 3. 

Another way of seeing what is going on in this ex;..mple is to look at 
effective rates of protection. With a tariff on the intermecjiate good and none 
on either final good, the effective rate of prctection of industry 1 is negative. 
Thus, while the explicit effects of tariffs are only to tax trade, the tariff on the 
intermediate good has the implicit effect of subsidizing imports of, in this 
case, the capital intensive good. 

“This may sound like a descriptioti of producers who take a loss on every unit but make it 
up in volume’. This need not be t; - case smce there was initially a positive margin for value 
added, and hence a small enough input price increase will leave that margin positive. But it does 
point up the possibility that unit-valu:-added isoquants may not just move, but may disappear 
when input prices increase. This is particularly true when there is no possioility of substitution 
away from intermediate inputs, as in the lized coeflicients case cf the preceding footnote. This 
possibility makes a counterexample e’ien easier to obtain, holyever, since it means that a tariff 
increase can shift all production to good 2. 

“It is essential for the counterexa,nple <hat ‘he isoquant, l’; = I, lie outside the line CC’, 
which is tangent to the V, = 1 isoquant whep: 11 cr,):se; the KA/LA ray. In the figure, this requires 
a substantial movement of the V, isoquant, but this need not be the case. If good 2 were onl) 
slightly more labor-intensive than good 1. CC.’ would lie very close to A.1’ and ,I small 
movement of the VI isoquant would suflice. 

131 am indebted to Jagdish Bhagwnti for suggesting this construction of the counterexample. 
which is more direct than was used in an earlier version of this paper. The earlier conslruction 
drew upon a r,:sult of Batra and Casas (19735 who showed that a nontraded intermediare good 
of extreme factor intensity can cause the Heckscher--0hlln theorem to be violated. Thus, If we 
begin, as in this example, with the theorem holding undf>r iree trade, a prohibi:ivz tariff on an 
intermediate good can reverse the pattern of trade. 
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The counterexample & this section shows that a ranking by capital 
intensities can.not suffice to determine trade.14 But more importantly, it 
shows that a ranking by any othejr criterion must fail as well. In the example, 
any ranking that places all of AL exports above ali of A’s imports with free 
trade will fail t.o do so when a taGff is applied. For good 1 has changed from 
ati export to an import. and good 2 has done just the reverse. 

6. Many countiries 

Analysis of the free trade 
extends readily to the case 

cases, both with and without intermediate goods, 
of mimy countries, though naturally one cannot 

expect a single division of the chain of comparative advantage to delineate 
correctly the trade of all countries. Since the analysis is similar to what has 
gone before, it will be left to the reader to imagine or draw the appropriate 
diagrams. Simply insert, as in fig. 1, the unit isocost lines for all countries. 
‘World prices - common to all countries - must then give rise to unit-value 
(-added) isoquants that are tangent to the outer envelope of all of these isocost 
lines, Each country will then produce and export only those goods with 
isoquants tangent to its own isocost line, the intersections of which with 
adjacent cost lines therefore prol,‘ride upper and lower limits on the factor 
intensities of its exports. 

Thus, the chain ctf goods ranked by capital intensity is broken into 
segments, one KOF each country, and the segments are ordered identically 
with the relative capi; 41 abundanize of the countries. As in the two-country 
case, arljacelmt segment; may comain one good in common, if the isoquant 
for such a borderline gcl2d happens to touch two countries’ isocost lines in 
the manner of good 4 in fig. 1. Otherwise the division between segments of 
the chail. occurs between goods. ‘Each country must export all goods which 
appear only in its segment of the chain and must import all goods which do 
not appear in its segment. Borderline goods may be exported by either or 
both of the countries itl whose csgments they appear. It follows that each of 
a country’s exports must be at least as capital, intensive as each of the 
exports of all less capital abundant countries and at least as labor intensive 
as each of the exports of all less laibor abundant countries. 

This conclusion, hoiweve:r, is extremely sensitive to the assumption of free 
trade. Even without intermediate goods, impediments ‘to trade can drastically 
alter the pattern of trade. 

To see ihis, return to the two-country configuration of fig. 1 and add a 
tiny third country, C, with a factor endowment ratio lying between the ratios 

14Note th,at direct-plus-indirect capitaH intensities do not work either. For when the 
intermediate good in Oui’ example was traded freely, then good 2 was imported even though it 
may be the most capital intensive on the direct-plus-indirect basis. 
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employed by A and B in industry 4. With free trade, such a country will 
specialize completely in production of good 4, exporting it in exchange for 
imports of all other goods. Now suppose, however, that it levies a large tariff 
on imports of the most capital intensive good, 1. The tariff will raise the 
price of good 1 in C, pulling its unit value isoquant in towards - and past - 
C’s unit isocost line. Country C will begin production of good 1 and the 
relative wase in C will fall. However, good 1 is so capital intensive that much 
of it cannot be produced with the factors available in C and, if demand is 
also fairly inelastic, imports of good 1 will continue. Thus, there is nothing to 
prevent a further increase in the tariff from raising its price still more, to 
bring its unit-value isoquant inside BB’. When that happens, a new isocost 
line mus!t appear in C, tangent only to isoquants of goods 1 and! 6. 
Production of good 4 (C’s original export good) ceases entirely and 
producticn of good 6 begins instead. And good 6 must also be exported, 
since good 1 cannot be, and imports of goods 2, 3, 4, and 5 must continue. 
Thus, country C, because of a tariff, has changed from being an exporter of a 
good of intermediate factor intensity to become an exporter of the most 
labor intensive good that there is. 

it should perhaps be :~oted that this extreme response of the trade pattern 
) a tariff is only possible for a country whose iiicto:: abundance is 

intermediate between those of other countries. This explains why this result 
was not possible in the two-country case. 

7. Conclusion 

It would indeed be useful if we could construct some ranking of com- 
modities, by some criterion, which would enable us to predict the pattern of 
trade, even if only in the sense of saying that each of a country’s exports 
must lie higher on this list than each of its imports. I have shown that such a 
ranking is possible in certain cases. But it is impossible both in Bhagwati’s 
‘not unimportant’ case of factor price equalization and in the obviously 
important case of positive trade impediments and intermediate goods. This 
does not mean, however, that trade theorists should abandon the Heckscher- 
Ohlin theorem or the Law cf Comparative Advantage. What it does mean is 
that we should search for aiternativc statements of these propositions that 
will retain their validity and still tell us something useful about the pattern of 
trade in the real world. 

One such formulation hxs been developed, as a statement about the ‘factor 
content’ of trade. Vanek (1968) showed that, under certain assumptions, the 
factor content of a country’s trade csn be inferred from a chain of factor 
endowm:nt rankings, very much like the chain of comparative advantage in 



trade of goods discussed here. ” The assumptions used to pr’ove this result, 
however, include factor price equalization. It is therefore not known, yet, 
whether the factor content version of the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem can b+: 
extersded to the troublesome case considered here of trade impediments and 
intermediate goods. r6 This is an importani issue, since it was implicitly the 
factor content of trade that was the focus of Leontiefs (1954) famous 
catculations. 

The resuit in section 5, in which an e;iport good and an import good 
exchange roles, is as critical for the theory of comparative advantages as i:; is 
for the Heckscher-Ohlin th.eory. For it implies that no ranking of goods can 
sufice to determine trade, not even one based on relative autarky prices. Yet 
this does not mean that comparative advantage plays no role in determining 
the pattern ‘of trade. Rather, the role that it does play is not ar; strong as the 
chain proposition WW-jd suggest. I have shown elsewhere that relative 
autarky prices must be negatively correlated with net exports [Deardorff 
(1977)]. The result of sectior: 5 is consistent with such a correlation, so long 
as the relative autarky price of good 1 is higher than that of good 2. 

Finally, I would like to point out a use that has been made of the 
Bhagwati-Jones proposition of section 3? a use which turns out TV be 
inappropriate in view of the result of section 5. Harkness and Kyle (1975) 
motivated their use of logit analysis in an empirical test of the Heckscher- 
Ohlin theorem on the grounds that the theorem predicts only the direction, 
not the extent, of trade. They acknowledged Bhagwati’s (1972) observation 
that even the prediction of direction fails if factor prices are equalized, but 
argued that transportation costs are such a fact of life that Bhagwati’s 
counterexamp!e cannot arise in the real world. Yet intermediate goods are 
just as much a fact of life as transportation costs. The counterexample which 
the two together permit can therefore not be dismissed so easily. 

“Melbin [19Ir;(r also stated this pro;,osition for the two-factor case. Vanck’s demonstration, 
* . 

wmch has been ~eneral’zed to bilateral trade by Horiba (1974), allows f,jr any number of 
iactors. 

lbBaldwin (19’71, p. 130) states in a footnote that ‘tariffs can weaken the pattern of indirect 
factor trade in a Hecks&er-Ohlin model but cannot alone produce parade xical results’. It is 
unclear from :he context, hawever, just what model he has in mind and thus whether this is any 
mom thar a statement of the (laterj Bhagwati-Jones proposition that was proved above in 
section 3. 
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